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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of multipath mitigation with
GNSS antenna arrays. A beamformer that is able to cancel the
multipath components regardless of their relative delay and directions of arrival is proposed. The weights are obtained from a set
of spatial correlation matrices that allows us to estimate the multipath subspace. These matrices are generated after a FIR filter that
reduces the correlation between the multipath components and the
line-of-sight signal, and it is only used for spatial processing. Some
representative simulation results show the multipath attenuation
provided by the proposed method under different conditions.
Index Terms— Beamforming, GNSS, multipath, correlation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The term Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) is a generic
expression referring to any system that enables the calculation of
the user position based on signals transmitted by a constellation of
satellites. Due to the operating principle of the GNSS, only the timedelay (referred to as code-phase) and the carrier-phase of the received Line-Of-Sight Signal (LOSS) bears useful information about
the receiver position. Multipath reflections may bias the pseudoranges by several tens of meters, and at the same time, they hamper the ambiguity resolution process needed for carrier-phase ranging [1]. For this reason, significant research and development efforts
have been devoted to the mitigation of multipath effects, and many
techniques have been proposed so far [2]. However, these singleantenna techniques discriminate the LOSS from the reflections by
using only temporal diversity, and hence, their performance is still
insufficient for many precise applications.
In contrast, the use of multiple-antenna techniques in GNSS is a
promising alternative. They exploit spatial diversity and hence they
are able to discriminate the received signals when they come from
different directions. The best and most well-known approaches are
based on data-dependent beamforming, where the optimal beamforming weights depend on the statistics of the incoming data [3].
However, these methods fail in the presence of signals that are very
correlated with the LOSS, and hence they are not useful to mitigate
the multipath reflections with very small relative delay, i.e. coherent
multipath. Some robust methods for highly correlated signals have
been proposed, e.g. [4–12], but they present certain limitations.
In the field of GNSS, many beamforming techniques have been
proposed so far that take into account the underlying particularities
of a GNSS scenario, e.g. [13–31]. Since all present and planned
navigation systems use a Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DSSS) signal, the information that is used to compute the weights can
be extracted from the signal obtained either before or after the despreading process [30, 32]. When mitigating the multipath is the
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main issue, the post-despreading signal is usually used since it contains the most noticeable contribution of the multipath. Although all
robust GNSS methods improve on the performance of conventional
beamforming techniques when coherent multipath is present, there
are still important limitations.
In this work we address the problem of finding a beamformer
that is robust against several GNSS multipath signals regardless of
their relative delays and with arbitrary directions of arrival. In order to do so, we do not compute the weights from either the predespreading signal or the post-despreading signal. Instead, we propose to compute them from the output of an additional FIR filter that
allows us to estimate the space spanned by the spatial signatures of
the multipath reflections. This filter is only valid for the computation of the beamforming weights, which are then applied to either
the pre-despreading signal or the post-despreading signal. The key
idea behind the results presented in the paper comes from the model
described in the next section. A description and justification of the
proposed FIR method using this model is presented in Section 3, and
some representative simulation results are found in Section 4.

2. MODELING ASSUMPTIONS
Let us consider that an arbitrary m-element array asynchronously
receives the DS-SS signal transmitted by a given GNSS satellite together with d < m multipath reflections. The n-th sample of the
signal received by the array is modeled as:

x[n] =

d
∞
X
X

ak αk b[l]c[n − τk − lN ] + u[n]

(1)

k=0 l=−∞

where ak ∈ Cm is the spatial signature of the k-th component, αk ∈
C is its complex amplitude, and τk ∈ R stands for its time-delay
divided by the sampling period Ts ∈ R. The index k = 0 is reserved
for the LOSS, so τ0 and the phase of α0 are the unknown code-phase
and carrier-phase respectively, and a0 is assumed to be known up to
a scaling factor. The sequence of symbols b[l] forms the navigation
message of the satellite, and it is assumed to be a stationary process.
For its part, c[n] := c(nTs ) of length N ∈ N is the sampled version
of the spreading code c(t) of duration T ∈ R, which is composed
of a sequence of P ∈ N chips of duration Tc ∈ R. Note that τk is
not necessarily an integer number, but we use the notation c[n − τk ]
to denote the sampled version of c(t − τk Ts ). Finally, u[n] ∈ Cm
contains the received noise at each element of the array, which is
assumed to be spatially and temporarily white, and with identical
noise power σu2 at each sensor.
The signal obtained after despreading is a correlated version of
the received signal (1) with a local discrete replica of the code c(t),
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and it can be written as:
y[n] =

y[n]

T

d
∞
X
X

ak αk b[l]rcc [n − τk − lN ] + ruc [n]

(2)
0,n

k=0 l=−∞

where:

1,n

N
−1
X

rcc [n] :=

c [l + n] c [l]

l=0

N
−1
X

ruc [n] :=

x[n]

u [l + n] c [l]

(3)

⌧0 ⌧1 ⌧2

l=0

are the cross-correlation of c[n] and u[n] with c[n] respectively, and
the output noise term, ruc [n], is no longer temporarily white, but
only spatially white.
Generally, the post-despreading spatial correlation matrix
Ryy [n] = E{y[n]y[n]H } is used to calculate the beamforming
weights, but only one estimate R̂yy is calculated from all available
samples. This is a problem since the information of the LOSS and
multipath are mixed and cannot be distinguished properly. However,
the output signal y[n] may be treated as a cyclostationary process,
and hence Ryy [n] cannot be considered constant but N -periodic.
The MLE estimate of Ryy [n] can be obtained as:
R̂yy [n] =

L−1
1 X
y[n − lN ]y[n − lN ]H
L

(4)

3. GNSS MULTIPATH MITIGATION

x[n]

For a given set of samples in a period N , let us say n ∈ {lN, lN +
1, . . . , lN + N − 1} for some l ∈ N, the output signal (2) can be
approximately reduced to:
y[n] ≈

d
X

ak b[l]φk,n + en

(5)

k=0

where τk < N ∀ k is assumed for simplicity, φk,n := αk rcc [n −
τk − lN ] and en := ruc [n]. This approximation just neglects the
contribution of rcc [n − τk − lN ] for those samples located far away
from its peak. The notation φk,n is used to emphasize that the autocorrelation values are rcc [−τk ], rcc [1 − τk ], . . . , rcc [N − 1 − τk ]
regardless of the value of l.
With this new formulation, Ryy [n] can be written as:
H
Ryy [n] = Pb Aφn φH
+ σe2 I
nA

(6)

where Pb = E{b[l]b[l]∗ }, φn = [ φ0,n φ1,n · · · φd,n ]T , A =
[ a0 a1 · · · ad ], I denotes the identity matrix, and σe2 is the power
of en , which does not depend on n. As a result we have that Ryy [n]
H
is the sum of a rank 1 positive definite signal matrix Aφn φH
nA

n

V

..
.

q[n]

w

hM [n]

y[n]

..
.

h[n]

V

w

q[n]

Fig. 2. Proposed processing with a new filter h[n] parallel to the
traditional matched filter hM [n] and followed by an estimation stage
of V, which finally produces the weights w to applydespreading
to y[n].
O

Z

)
and a full-rank positive definite noise matrix σe2 I. Thus, the( eigendecompositon of Ryy [n] has the particular property that its eigenvalues are λn,1 > λn,2 = . . . = λn,m = σe2 and the eigenvector
associated with λn,1 is a scaled version of Aφnc(t)
.
Now assume that we estimate Ryy [n] for a given sample times
n1 , . . . , nS within a period N through (4). Then the eigenvectors v1 , . . . , vS corresponding to the maximum eigenvalues of
..
x[n]
hM [n]
y[n]
q[n]
Ryy [n1 ], . . . , Ryy [nS ] can be obtained
via an eigendecomposition.
.
As they are a scaled version of the vectors Aφn1 , . . . , AφnS , then
the image space of the matrix V =h[n]
[ v1 · · · vVS ] ∈wCm×S is:

In this section we present and justify the proposed beamforming
technique for multipath mitigation.
3.1. Post-despreading Correlation Matrix

h[n]

y[n]

Fig. 1. Example of the underlying analog signal y(t) corresponding
to y[n] as the sum of a signal term and a noise term, assuming d = 2.

l=0

where L out of LN available samples are used.
In this work we calculate all possible correlation matrices in a
period N through (4). Then, their structure is exploited through the
signal model presented in (2) to estimate the subspace spanned by
the multipath spatial signatures a1 , . . . , ad or multipath subspace.
Once this is done, a beamformer that uses this subspace to mitigate
the multipath is presented.

ehnM [n]

Im [ v1 · · · vS ] = Im [ Aφn1 · · · AφnS ] = Im AΦ

(7)

where Φ = [ φn1 · · · φnS ] and Im denotes the image space. Finally, if the set {φnx[n]
contains dy[n]
+ 1 linearly independent
1 , . . . , φnSh}
M [n]
..
vectors, then Φ will be full row rank. As a consequence,
Imq[n]
V will
.
be Im AΦ = Im A, which is the space spanned by all the spatial
signatures. However, if the previous
is not fulfilled, then
w
h[n] condition
V
Im AΦ
Im A, and we do not obtain as much information as in
the previous case.
As defined in (5), the coefficients φk,n are mainly the correlation contributions of the received signals after despreading. Hence,
the shape of rcc [n] plays a decisive role in the linear independence
among φn1 , . . . , φnS . Fig. 1 illustrates this observation and that
samples close to τ0 will produce nearly linearly dependent vectors
if the multipath signals are close enough to the LOSS, i.e. τk − τ0
small enough for some k 6= 0, which results in a rank deficient matrix Φ. A natural question is then if there exists an approach different than despreading that provides a different Φ with some structure
that allows us to extract information about the multipath subspace
from V. As despreading can be modeled as a discrete matched filter
with impulse response hM [n] = c∗ [−n], using another FIR filter
h[n] seems a reasonable decision. As tracking cannot be properly
achieved without hM [n], then h[n] should be only used to calculate
the multipath subspace and hence, the beamforming weights. Fig. 2
shows the proposed processing scheme in the case of applying w to
y[n], which results in the signal q[n] := wH y[n].
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3.2. Inverse FIR Filtering

20
15

As Fig. 1 shows, a filter h[n] that gives a narrower response to c[n]
than hM [n] should greatly improve the structure of Φ. The narrowest possible response corresponds to:
(8)

where δ[n] is the dirac impulse and ∗ denotes convolution. This obviously gives linearly independent vectors in Φ. However, the zeros
in the spectrum of c[n] produce a very high response in the spectrum
of h[n], which amplifies the input noise too much. Furthermore, a
solution to (8) may not exist.
To avoid the first limitation, we introduce white noise z[n] with
power  ∈ R+ together with c[n] to the input of the filter to design.
The idea behind this is that, in order for the output to be as close as
possible to δ[n], the filter h[n] should also mitigate the noise z[n]
since it is uncorrelated with c[n]. To address the second limitation,
we find the filter that minimizes the error between the reference δ[n]
and the real output as:
2

argmin E{kd − (c + z) ∗ hk }

(9)

h

where d ∈ R2N −1 , c ∈ CN , z ∈ CN and h ∈ CN are the column
vectors that contain the samples of δ[n], c[n], z[n] and h[n] respectively, and k k is the 2-norm. Note that h[n] is chosen to have the
same length as the matched filter hM [n]. After some manipulations,
the solution to (9) becomes:
h̃ = [Rcc + N I]−1 hM

 ∈ R+

(10)

where hM ∈ CN corresponds to hM [n] and Rcc ∈ CN ×N is defined as Rcc (k, l) = rcc [k − l].
The filter described by (10) has a degree of freedom given by
. This parameter allows us to vary the behaviour of the filter depending on the scenario of interest. However, note that h̃ verifies
lim→∞ h̃/kh̃k = hM /khM k, and hence it only attains a scaled
version of hM for very large . In order to overcome this limitation
and obtain a more practical filter, we finally propose:
h = [(1 − ρ)Rcc + ρI]−1 hM

ρ ∈ [0, 1]

(11)

which let the designer to obtain hM and the same possible filters
as in (10) up to a scaling factor using ρ = N /(1 + N ). With
this notation we have that ρ = 0 corresponds to  = 0, and hence
we refer to the solution as the inverse filter or hI . In contrast, ρ = 1
corresponds to  → ∞, and we obtain hM . For ρ ∈ (0, 1) we obtain
an intermediate behavior between hI and hM . The lower ρ is, the
narrower the response to c[n] is, but the lower the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) is, which gives us a trade-off between resolution and
SNR. More precisely, the SNR at the output of the filter h, which is
defined as the ratio between the signal power and noise power at one
of the peak samples, can be written as:
H

SNR = SNRin

c [(1 − ρ)Rcc + ρI]
cH

SNR [dB]

c[n] ∗ h[n] = δ[n]

10

−1

[(1 − ρ)Rcc + ρI]

c

−2

2

c

(12)

where SNRin is the input SNR. Fig. 3 shows the SNR versus ρ for
different values of the sampling frequency fs .
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Fig. 3. SNR versus ρ for fs equal to K samples per chip. The SNRin
is computed assuming CN0 = 45dB-Hz and the corresponding fs .

3.3. Multipath Subspace Estimation and Robust Beamforming
The proposed method for estimating the multipath subspace starts
by obtaining the matrix V from the output of the filter (11) only
for those samples that contain signal contribution, since the other
eigenvectors do not give information about the multipath subspace.
Assuming that (8) holds, each signal contribution is only present in
one sample and the maximum eigenvalue of Ryy [ni ] is:
 2
if @ k : ni = τk

 σe
2
H
λi,1 =
(13)
c Rc

if ∃ k : ni = τk
 σe2 + mPk
kRck2
where Pk := |αk |2 Pb and R := [(1 − ρ)Rcc + ρI]−1 .
From (13), a threshold λ1 must be defined to determine whether
a sample contains signal contribution or not. As hI is an approximate solution of (8), each signal contribution may be present in more
than one sample. Furthermore, in practice some estimation errors
occur when calculating the eigenvalues. These two facts imply that
the property (13) will hold only approximately, and hence λ1 must
2
not be as restrictive as σe2 + mPk cH Rc /kRck2 , but instead,
an intermediate value should be chosen between the two possible
values presented in (13). As the values of Pk are unknown, a reasonable choice is to always use a rough estimate of P0 divided by
some factor in order to also take the multipath into account. Those
weak multipaths that do not exceed λ1 will not be detected, but their
impact can be neglected.
Once V is obtained, the LOSS contribution must be removed.
Assuming that we use a sufficiently small sampling period (e.g.
Ts ≤ τk − τ0 ∀ k 6= 0 when ρ = 0), an eigenvector that only
has a contribution from a0 exists, and the remaining ones only have
multipath contributions. As a result, the entire LOSS contribution
can be found by the following search:
argmax |viH a0 |

(14)

vi

Then, removing this vector from V results in a matrix V̄ that spans
the multipath subspace. If the sampling period is not sufficiently
small, equation (14) just allows us to remove a portion of the LOSS
contribution, which worsens the estimation of the multipath subspace from V̄. However, the fact that V̄ contains a small contribution of a0 does not necessarily prevent the successful application
of the method, as it will be shown in the numerical results.
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Once V̄ is estimated, designing the beamforming weights w ∈
Cm that mitigate the multipath is not an issue. We propose a distortionless beamformer, i.e. wH a0 = 1, that lies in the subspace
orthogonal to Im V̄, i.e. w ⊥ Im V̄. Among all possible solutions,
a very straightforward one is:

0.8

y ( t)

P⊥ a0
w = H V̄⊥
a0 PV̄ a0

hI
hM

1

(15)

0.6
0.4
0.2

H
−1 H
where P⊥
V̄ .
V̄ = I − V̄(V̄ V̄)

0
0.998

3.4. Discussion

0.999

1

1.001

1.002

1.003

t [ms ]

Fig. 4. Normalized noiseless output signal y(t) from hM and hI
versus time t. Scenario with sampling frequency fs = 8.184MHz,
α1 /α0 = 0.9, α2 /α0 = 0.8, τ1 − τ0 = Tc /4 and τ2 − τ0 = 5Tc /8.

38
36
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The SNR at the output of our filter h is notably degraded for ρ < 1,
which renders the output signal useless for time-delay estimation by
current single-antenna techniques. The impact of this low SNR behavior on the multipath estimation technique manifests itself in producing higher noise eigenvalues for Ryy . However, as R̂yy is used
in practice and the estimation errors increase if the SNR decreases,
increasing the averaging time L becomes indispensable. As a result,
the lower the ρ, the higher the time devoted to multipath estimation
must be, which yields a trade-off between resolution and computing
time. A different way to improve resolution is to increase the sampling frequency fs := 1/Ts , since for ρ = 0 the proposed method
is able to mitigate those multipath reflections with τk − τ0 ≥ Ts .
But Fig. 3 shows that increasing fs gives lower SNR, so a similar
trade-off is also present.
Finally, note that there exist some issues in a real system that
have not been considered in our results and deserve special attention
for future work. First, h will not be perfectly matched to the input,
as the sampling of the input and reference signals are not necessarily
the same. Second, the delay of each signal is not necessarily an
integer number. As a result, when a signal or multipath is received,
the corresponding output contribution may be distributed among two
samples. This means that V̄ can still have a contribution from the
LOSS after using (14), which worsens the performance of w.
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Fig. 5. Attenuation versus ρ. Scenario with sampling frequency
fs = 4.092MHz, α1 /α0 = 0.9, α2 /α0 = 0.8, τ1 − τ0 = Tc /4 and
τ2 − τ0 = 5Tc /4. The directions of arrival are θ0 = 40◦ , θ1 = 90◦
and θ2 = 140◦ .

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents some numerical examples of the proposed multipath mitigation technique in a scenario with CN0 = 45dB-Hz. We
assumed that a Global Positioning System (GPS) LOSS signal and
two multipaths are received by a 5-element antenna array with delays τ1 and τ2 so that τ1 − τ0 = Tc /4 and τ2 − τ0 = 5Tc /4. The
GPS signal consists of several navigation data bits at a rate of 50bps.
Each bit contains 20 copies of a coarse acquisition (C/A) code of
1023 chips, so T = 1ms and Tc ≈ 1µs, and a rectangular pulse
shaping is assumed for simplicity.
In order to contrast the resolution offered by the matched filter
and the inverse filter, Figure 4 plots the corresponding noiseless outputs for a sampling frequency fs = 8.184 MHz. It is very clear
that hI allows us to distinguish the 3 received signals. In contrast,
hM has such low resolution that the contribution of the 3 signals
basically becomes one wide peak.
Figure 5 shows the performance obtained by the weights of
(15) with fs = 4.092 MHz. This value is chosen to prove that
Ts = min{τk − τ0 : k = 1, 2} is small enough for the method
to work satisfactorily. The figure plots
 the spatial attenuation
|wH a0 |2 / 0.5|wH a1 |2 + 0.5|wH a2 |2 versus the value of ρ.
For low ρ, the filter h gives very narrow peaks but the SNR is so
low that the eigenvalue estimates are very noisy. Then, when ρ is

increased, h gives wide peaks but the SNR increases and the performance improves. This happens until a certain point, where the peaks
are so wide that V̄ has some contribution from a0 . Then w ⊥ V̄
also deletes the LOSS and the performance decreases. This explains
why all curves show a maximum for ρ ∈ (0, 1). Finally note that
when the averaging time L increases, the low SNR consequences
are mitigated and hence a lower ρ can be used, so the position of the
maximum is closer to ρ = 0.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work we have proposed a novel technique to estimate the
subspace spanned by the spatial signatures of the GNSS multipath
signals received by an antenna array. In order to do so, a tunable FIR
filter that offers a trade-off between resolution and SNR has been
used. Then, a beamformer that lies on the subspace orthogonal to
the estimated multipath subspace can be obtained. Our simulation
results have shown that the proposed beamformer effectively attenuates the multipath signals for several values of the FIR filter design
parameter, and that this parameter can be adjusted in order to obtain
the balance between resolution and SNR that maximizes the multipath attenuation.
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